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Introduction
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Ween Token is a meme currency created by the team behind Long Ween Club— a collection of
wiener dog NFTs. We are a community of wiener dog enthusiasts who are passionate and dedicated
to these extra long sausage dogs. Join us for fun, memes and a wonderful community filled with
fellow dog lovers as we work to spread the word about this wonderful breed throughout the Solana
ecosystem.
They may be small, but they make up for it in length!
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It's time for Weens to enter the race to the moon!

Wienernomics
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Token Name: Ween Token ($WEENS)
Total Supply: 50,000,000,000
Network: Solana
Website: www.weentoken.com
Token Address: DmXfDUeyRJqnpvdjssGgUXwZrRFPXvu2DfMq4jfTTC9C
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Mint Authority: WeenCSB6pbPeoAiP56B9GMHhQET1prk6E964MUoJX63

Distribution
25% Airdrops (12.5B $WEENS)
A total of 12.5 billion $WEENS have been allocated for airdrops to
holders of Long Ween Club NFTs. 50% will be distributed over a 6
month period as weekly airdrops beginning the week of
December 13th. The remaining 50% will be released at a later date
to provide more incentives to our long term holders.
Airdrop wallet address: WeenAXUaWCt65F5J3NBbqXt8VwMPph1PVjYVM9rtHao

25% Staking Rewards (12.5B $WEENS)
A total of 12.5 billion $WEENS have been allocated for staking
rewards. $WEENS holders will be able to stake their $WEENS to earn
from the reward pool which will enable a smooth trading
experience.
Staking wallet address: WeenhBoPZZDTcuRTtzdHQffvVkaKbpDHoH8LYsLNK6e

20% Liquidity (10B $WEENS)
A total of 10 billion $WEENS have been allocated for liquidity to
allow for efficient trading on exchanges such as Dexlab and
Raydium.
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Liquidity wallet address: WeenciUqoz7L6pAxFLrUBE8e3VCAq7wcnXMxUiXHj1o
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Distribution
10% Marketing (5B $WEENS)
A total of 10 billion $WEENS have been allocated for marketing,
promotions and strategic airdrops to Solana communities. These
funds will be used to pay influencers and/or marketers to help
grow our community and raise awareness of Ween Token.
Marketing wallet address: Ween3HLup8g4v47bQ9bWpP9m4xNxKbrmz72npXi7vtU

10% Partnerships (5B $WEENS)
A total of 10 billion $WEENS have been allocated for strategic
partnerships. This will be used to create partnerships with other
well established projects and communities in the Solana
Ecosystem.
Partnerships wallet address: Ween3HLup8g4v47bQ9bWpP9m4xNxKbrmz72npXi7vtU

10% Team (5B $WEENS)
A total of 10 billion $WEENS have been allocated to our team
wallet. A portion of this will also be reserved for charitable
donations in 2022. This wallet is locked with tokens releasing on a
monthly basis over an 20 month period. This means only 5% of the
total allocation is released to the team each month.
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Team wallet address: Ween1MNCFc8Ag2LNRn8e6sS2Bpo7UhTSJsaEPWhnv2M
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Airdrop Proce
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BUY A WEEN
Mint or buy a Long Ween Club NFT and
hold it in your wallet. If you missed our
initial launch of NFTs, you can pick one
up on the secondary market such as
Magic Eden.

HODL YOUR WEEN
Diamond paws! Hold that ween in
your Solana wallet. The NFT must be in
your wallet and not listed on an
exchange to be eligible for your
weekly airdrop.

EARN WEEKLY $WEENS

EXTRA INFO

We will be taking a weekly snapshot of

• Airdrops will be over a 6 month period

all holders and distributing the weekly

• Each Ween NFT will earn approx 40k

allocation of $WEENS. Any unclaimed

$WEENS per week

$WEENS will be burnt at the end of the

• Each Ween NFT would earn over 1 million

6 month airdrop process.
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$WEENS if kept in your wallet from day 1
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